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INTRODUCTION 

 
The IDFree tool allow users to create custom audiences, analyze

them, and push location data to integration partners like 
DSPs, SSPs, ad servers, and publishers.

 

ACTIVATE
Activate on Facebook, Instagram, Google,

display, and Snapchat (+). The same audience
on all channels is true omnichannel!

VALIDATE
Get instant persona verification to understand
who you are targeting. Understand and adjust

your audience before you activate.

 

ETHICALLY SOURCED DATA  
No 3rd. party cookies or IDs

IDFree help modern marketers embrace the ethical sourcing of data with a
groundbreaking targeting software, based on 100% data privacy.

The IDFree tool is built on geographical segmentation data from verified
partners like national census data, Kantar, and TransUnion. The algorithm
allows users of the tool to design audiences, control reach, and identify 
geographical hotspots with overrepresentation of the audience.

With IDFree it is now possible to build, validate and activate the same
audience across the online omnichannel. The same message, to the same 
people at the same time - without cookies or IDs.

IDFREE BASICS

5. UID free/Google prepared 

1. No private data collected 

2. Campaign control 

3. Transparency/earning trust 

4. Online omnichannel

BUILD
Use high-end data from national census data-
bases, Kantar, and others. Combine variables to
fit your brief. You control reach and quality.



 

The owner and developer of IDFree is Global Data
Resources. The software is built on Privacy-by-Design,
and provides online omnichannel targeting without 
IDs or cookies. 

IDFree integrates with a growing number of partner
platforms - DSPs, SSPs, ad servers, and publishers -
to allow activating the same audience on multiple
marketing channels and devices. 

It is our cluster algorithms that enable the same
audience to be reached on all digital marketing channels
like display, in-app, video, social media, connected TV.

FOR QUESTIONS ETC. 
PLEASE REACH OUT 

Per Kristian Tandberg
Managing Director, GDR
+47  930  21  999
pkt@globaldataresources.io

 

Denmark
Finland
Germany
Norway
Spain 
Sweden
United Kingdom

IDFree audiences are currently available in:

For digital campaign activation on display, video and
social channels incl. Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat.

IDFREE AUDIENCE DATA

IDFREE DATA PARTNERS  

 

Data quality is the beginning and end to get advertisers
reach - as well as social, demographic, interest, and
purchase intent - without collecting users' private data.

To match our data ethics with data quality, transparency
and reliability is fundamental to all our partnerships.

We are privileged to work with some of the very best of
trusted adtech leaders as well as national statistical
offices, providing us with census data. 

PLATFORMS ALREADY
INTEGRATED FOR EASY
ACTIVATION

YouTube

Facebook

AdformSnapchat

Instagram Google DV360

BidTheatre Google Ads Xandr

IDFREE IDENTITY  

 
ONLINE OMNICHANNEL WITHOUT COOKIES OR IDS


